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Value Enhancers for Your  Business - #2 
Great Business Culture! 

 
Which features, benefits, and quality in your offerings will be perceived as 
the most valuable by the greatest number of buyers?  These decisions are the 
core of your business strategy, your marketing plan, and your choice of 
managers. Your own success with the firm is judged, to a large extent, by the 
amount of value you create for the business and your customers.  
 
 

Goal - Our vision, core values, and work environment are effective in 
the hiring and retention of the right employees; in the acquisition and 

retention of the right clients; and are reflected in our dealings with 
employees, clients, vendors and agencies.  

We have a great business culture! 
 
 

Why is it important to have a great business culture? 
Because a great business culture can separate a poorly operating business 
from a very successful business. Key employees stay longer.  Desirable 
clients have repeat business with you. Vendors talk you up to their own 
friends and customers. And important permitting agencies trust you. 
 
  

How can you create a great business culture?  
Clear and frequent communication with employees, clients, vendors and 
agencies is one requirement.  And building trust among this group is 
another.   The following are part of the communication and trust building 
efforts where an owner, CEO or President of the business must lead and 
encourage his or her team to follow: 
 



 
You have a Vision for where the business is going:          
The leadership of the business must formulate and        
agree on a quarterly, one year, 3 to 5 year, and 10 year             
vision for the business. The vision sets the goals for the           
time period, i.e., mission or purpose; staff size; annual         
sales; financial performance including profitability;     

services offered; core values; workplace environment; markets and        
customers; number and location of offices; and more. The visions need to            
be shared with all employees and all employees need to be focused on and              
accountable for achieving the goals that are established. 
 

You establish and communicate your Core Values       
to employees: Leaders must decide what the best        
strengths are for their team members. They must look         
for these strengths in each person they interview. It         
helps a lot to understand that there are certain core          
values for employees that have been agreed upon by         
leadership before they begin the hiring effort. These        

same core values, if followed, often lead to closer working teams, a more             
successful business, and increased profits.  

 
 

You create and provide a good Work Environment:        
One way to avoid poor moral, disengaged employees,        
downsizing, and low performance is to have a positive         
work environment. In this type of workplace,       
employees want to come to work each day, they         

understand and want to achieve their goals, and they are comfortable           
working at the business.  
 
Integrity is encouraged in a positive work environment. As is a clearly            
defined career path, especially for young to mid-level staff. Probably most of            
your newer employees are techno-literate, they are fearless about         
technology. It pays to keep up with digital know how. And it will pay to               
make your environment team friendly. In contrast to your other assets,           
employees can appreciate in value. Leadership must make the right          
decisions about compensation, training, acceptable hours, dress codes,        



physical working conditions, conflict resolution, remote workers, and more         
in order to make the work environment productive.  
 

 
You build Trust with employees, clients,      
vendors and agencies: Leaders treat others with       
respect, listen carefully, and speak honestly. They       
strive for a 70/30 environment - 70% listen, 30%         
talk. They are seen to be direct and truthful, and          

they keep confidences, promises and commitments. And a sense of humor           
helps. A trusting environment requires leaders to share expertise and          
resources and encourage constructive disagreements.  

 
 

More Value Enhancers will follow in future mail outs.  If you are unclear 
about whether an action will improve the value of your business, ask 

yourself the following questions (try to have a yes for each!): 
 

● Will it increase profitability?  If so, how much? 
● Will it bring in new customers? How many? 
● Will it bring in more money from existing customers?  How much? 

 
Call or email if you have any questions or need a boost getting started.  

Good Luck!  Doug 
 

My Motto - "Less wear and tear and still get there!" 
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